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Overview

This presentation will provide an overview of the Java class loader in WebSphere 
Application Server V6.
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Goals

�Understand an overview of the class loaders in 
WebSphere Application Server V6

�Following topics are covered in other presentations

�Class loader - Details

�Class loader - Examples

�Class loader - Problem Determination

�Class loader - Dynamic Reload and Preload classes

The goal of this presentation is to provide an overview of the class loaders in WebSphere 
Application Server V6.  Other presentations cover details and examples on the class 
loaders, as well as similarities of the WebSphere Application Server V5 and V6 class 

loaders.
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Agenda

�Class loader 

�Overview and hierarchy

�Shared library

�Loading native library

�Summary and References

The agenda for this presentation is to discuss the Application Server class loader, 
including hierarchy, shared library, and native library.
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Class Loader Overview

� Class loaders are part of the Java virtual machine (JVM) 
code and are responsible for finding and loading class files 
�WebSphere Java classes and User application classes

� Class loaders affect the packaging of applications and the 
runtime behavior of packaged applications deployed on 
application servers

� WebSphere Application Server provides several class 
loader hierarchy and options to allow more flexible 
packaging of your applications
�During server startup, the class loader hierarchy is created 

�Class loaders have a parent class loader - except the Root class 
loader 

�Requests to load a class can only go to a parent class loader -
cannot load classes from a child class loader 

A class loader is an inherent part of the JVM and is used to find and load all Java classes 
and native libraries.  The class loader in V6 is unchanged from V5.

There are several different class loaders provided by the JVM and WebSphere Application 

Server, forming a class loader hierarchy with class loaders having a parent class loader.  
The root class loader has no parent class loader.   

In the class loader hierarchy, a request to load a class can go from a child class loader to 
a parent class loader but never from a parent class loader to a child class loader.

If a class is not found by a specific class loader or any of its parent class loaders, then a 

class not found exception will result.
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Class Loader Overview (cont.)

� Each class loader has a delegation (search) mode that may or may not 
be configurable 

�When searching for a class, a class loader can search the parent class loader 
before it looks inside its own loader or it can look at its own loader before 
searching the parent class loader

�Delegation algorithm does not apply to native libraries (*.dll, *.so , etc.)

� Delegation values are:

��PARENT_FIRSTPARENT_FIRST - Delegate the search to the parent class loader FIRST 
before attempting to load the class from the local class loader 

��PARENT_LASTPARENT_LAST - First attempt to load classes from the local class path 
before delegating the class loading to the parent class loader

� Allows an application class loader to override and provide its own version of a class that exists in 
the parent class loader

� Whenever a class successfully loads, the JVM caches the class and 
associates the class to its class loader 

Java class loading allows for a search mode that lets a class loader search its own class 
path before requesting a parent class loader or search via the parent class loader before 
its local class path.  These searches, or delegation modes, are PARENT_LAST and 

PARENT_FIRST respectively.

The JVM will cache the class on a successful load and will associate the class with its 
specific class loader.
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•BootStrap:  loaded from by jre/lib 

•Extensions: Defined by  java.ext.dirs

•JVM Classpath

WebSphere Ext.: Defined by  ws.ext.dirs

•%WAS_ROOT% classes, lib and ext 
directories

•Resource classes (explained in detail later)

Application Class loader – loads application 

artifacts - Various combinations possible 
based on ClassLoading Policies (discussed 
in details presentation)

Class Loader Hierarchy – At a Glance
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JVM Class loader

JVM Bootstrap, JVM extensions, Classpath

WebSphere Extensions Classloader

Loads WebSphere Runtime and Resource classes

Application Module Class loader

EJBs,, RARs, Utility JARs, Application Shared libraries

Optional: Web Module based on Web Module class-
loader Policy

Web Module Class loader (OPTIONAL)

For Web Modules only

WebSphere lib/app Class loader

For compatibility with V4, loads classes in “lib/app” dir.

WebSphere “Server” Class loader

Loads Server-scoped Shared Libraries

User-defined one or more class loaders within 
a server configuration to specify server-

scoped Shared Libraries

Load application artifacts from the 
<WAS_HOME>/lib/app path  - NOT 

RECOMMENDED

Class loaders are organized in a hierarchy.  This means that a child class loader can 
delegate class finding and loading to its parent, should it fail to load a class.  

The root of the hierarchy is occupied by the JVM class loader and its Bootstrap class 

loader that loads the JVM classes.  The JVM class loader loads the JVM classes, the JVM 
extension classes, and the classes defined in the classpath environment variable.

Next in the hierarchy is the WebSphere Extension class loader. This loads all WebSphere 
Application Server classes, resource adapters, and other classes.

Next is the WebSphere Application Server application class loader.  This loads classes 

from the WebSphere Application Server library application directory.  In V4, this was used 
to specify classes shared by all applications.  Beginning with V5, the shared library 

function provides a better option to share classes across one or more applications.  
Therefore, this class loader is provided mainly for backward compatibility.

Next is the WebSphere Application Server Server class loader.  This loads shared 
libraries that are defined at the server level and can be accessed by all applications.

The last class loader is the Application class loader that loads the J2EE applications.  It 
has several options and class loading policies.

Providing this hierarchy allows for the flexibility that may be required by a set of 

applications.  In most cases, use of the default class loader and options are sufficient.
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Shared Libraries - Overview

� Shared libraries provide a way to use common Java or 
native code and share across one or more J2EE 
applications running within the server

�Example: Dependency (“utility”) JARs, and native libraries

� Benefits

�Shared libraries support versioning of application artifacts

�Allows deployment of application artifacts without repackaging and 
reinstalling the EAR or WAR files

� Shared libraries are defined by the administrator and  
associated with one or more applications

�This is called an “application-associated” shared library, compared 
to a “server-associated” shared library loaded by the “Server” class 
loader

In WebSphere Application Server V4 if you required JARs to be shared by more than one 
application, you would put them in the Install_Root/lib/app directory.  The drawback to this 
is that the JARs in this directory are exposed to all the applications.  In WebSphere 

Application Server V5 and V6, shared libraries provide a better mechanism where only 
applications that need the JARs are exposed to them.  Other applications are not affected 
by the shared libraries.  The administrator defines the shared libraries by assigning a 

name and specifying the file or directories that contain the code to be shared.  These 
defined shared libraries can then be associated with one or more applications running 
within the Application Server. 

The advantage of using an application-scoped shared library, is the capability of using 

different versions of common application artifacts by different applications.  A unique 
shared library can be defined for each version of a particular artifact, for example, a utility 

JAR.

If a native library loaded by shared library requires a second native library, then it must not 
be specified in the shared library path.  Rather, it must be specified in the JVM native 

library path and will be loaded by the JVM class loader.
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Native Libraries - Overview

� Native libraries are non-Java code used by Java via the 
Java Native Interface (JNI).  They are platform specific files, 
for example: ‘.dll’ in Windows™, ‘.so’ and ‘.a’ in Unix

� Java applications use the System.loadLibrary(libName) 
method to load the native library.  It is loaded at the time of 
the System.loadLibrary(…) call.

� The JVM uses the caller’s class loader to load the native 
library.   If that fails, it then uses the JVM System class 
loader 
�If both fail to load, an UnsatisfiedLinkError will result

� Native libraries are located on the native library paths of the 
JVM class loader and the WebSphere Application Server 
(Extensions, Server, and Application module) class loaders

Native libraries are loaded by Java using the System load library method.  They are 
loaded on demand, when needed.  Native libraries could be located in the JVM class 
loader or one of the WebSphere Application Server class loaders; namely, the Extension, 

Server, or the Application module class loader.

WebSphere Application Server Extensions, Server, and Application module class loaders 
define a local native library path, similar to the java.library.path supported by the JVM 

class loader.
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Summary

� Class loaders are part of the Java virtual machine (JVM) 

and are responsible for finding and loading class files:

�JVM Classloaders

�WebSphere Application Server: Extensions Class loader

�WebSphere Application Server: Server Class loader

�WebSphere Application Server: Module Class loader

�WebSphere Application Server: Web Module Class loader

� Additional presentations cover details, examples, problem 
determination, and Best Practices

In summary, this presentation has provided an overview of class loaders.  Class loaders 
are a part of the java virtual machine and are responsible for finding and loading class 
files.  Other presentations provide a more detailed discussion, providing examples, 

problem determination, and best practices information. 
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